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 To Center or Not to Center: That Is Not the

 Question—An Ancillarity-Sufficiency
 Interweaving Strategy (ASIS) for

 Boosting MCMC Efficiency
 Yarning Yu and Xiao-Li MENG

 For a broad class of multilevel models, there exist two well-known competing pa
 rameterizations, the centered parameterization (CP) and the non-centered parameteri
 zation (NCP), for effective MCMC implementation. Much literature has been devoted
 to the questions of when to use which and how to compromise between them via partial
 CP/NCP. This article introduces an alternative strategy for boosting MCMC efficiency
 via simply interweaving—but not alternating—the two parameterizations. This strategy
 has the surprising property that failure of both the CP and NCP chains to converge ge
 ometrically does not prevent the interweaving algorithm from doing so. It achieves this
 seemingly magical property by taking advantage of the discordance of the two param
 eterizations, namely, the sufficiency of CP and the ancillarity of NCP, to substantially
 reduce the Markovian dependence, especially when the original CP and NCP form a
 "beauty and beast" pair (i.e., when one chain mixes far more rapidly than the other).
 The ancillarity-sufficiency reformulation of the CP-NCP dichotomy allows us to bor
 row insight from the well-known Basu's theorem on the independence of (complete)
 sufficient and ancillary statistics, albeit a Bayesian version of Basu's theorem is cur
 rently lacking. To demonstrate the competitiveness and versatility of this ancillarity
 sufficiency interweaving strategy (ASIS) for real-world problems, we apply it to fit
 (1) a Cox process model for detecting changes in source intensity of photon counts
 observed by the Chandra X-ray telescope from a (candidate) neutron/quark star, which
 was the problem that motivated the ASIS strategy as it defeated other methods we ini
 tially tried; (2) a probit model for predicting latent membranous lupus nephritis; and
 (3) an interval-censored normal model for studying the lifetime of fluorescent lights.
 A bevy of open questions are presented, from the mysterious but exceedingly sugges
 tive connections between ASIS and fiducial/structural inferences to nested ASIS for

 further boosting MCMC efficiency. This article has supplementary material online.

 Key Words: Ancillary augmentation; Basu's theorem; Centered parameterization;
 Data augmentation; EM; GLMM; Interval censoring; Latent variables; Missing data;
 Non-centered parameterization; Parameter-driven model; Poisson time series; Probit
 regression; Sufficient augmentation.
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 532  Y. Yu AND X.-L. Meng

 1. COUPLING IS MORE PROMISING THAN COMPROMISING

 As a powerful set of tools for simulating complex distributions, MCMC methods, such

 as the Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman 1984; Gelfand and Smith 1990; Smith and
 Roberts 1993) and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings

 1970), have revolutionized statistics, especially Bayesian statistics (Gelman et al. 2004).

 An early idea in the statistical literature is the data augmentation (DA) algorithm (Tanner

 and Wong 1987), a stochastic counterpart of the popular EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird,

 and Rubin 1977; Wu 1983). Both EM and DA work under the missing data formulation by

 specifying a joint distribution p(Ymjs, Yo),s\0) whose marginal p{Yobs\0) is the observed

 data model of interest. By purposefully introducing missing data/auxiliary variables, EM

 and DA achieve their goals through iterative schemes that are usually easy to implement.

 Nevertheless, their potential slow convergence has been a concern for their users and

 a challenge for their designers. Among many developments, Meng and van Dyk (1997,

 1999) and van Dyk and Meng (2001) proposed efficient data augmentation, where the key

 observation was that often a model under the missing data formulation can be written in

 a variety of ways. Mathematically, any joint model p(Y0bs, Ymis\0, a) qualifies as a DA
 model if

 J p(Yobs,Ymis\e,<x)ii(dYmis) = p(Yobs\6) forall Yobs, (1.1)
 where a is the "working parameter," only identifiable from Yaug — {Ymis, Y0/,s}. We em

 phasize that it is the specification p(Yaug\6, a) that constitutes a DA scheme. The common

 notation YmiS is merely for convenience, and there are cases where it is not appropriate (see

 Section 4).

 Each formulation in (1.1), indexed by a, corresponds to a (potentially) different EM
 or DA. Therefore we can choose a formulation that results in fast convergence and easy

 implementation. In the context of Bayesian hierarchical models, seeking efficient DA is

 known as a reparameterization issue (e.g., Hills and Smith 1992; Gelfand and Carlin 1995;
 Gelfand, Sahu, and Carlin 1995, 1996; Roberts and Sahu 1997; Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts,

 and Skold 2003, 2007), because both the missing data and the parameter 6 are viewed

 as "parameters." Meng and van Dyk (1998), for example, investigated several rules for

 choosing an appropriate parameterization for mixed-effects models for faster EM. For

 MCMC, Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts, and Skold (2007) discussed the importance of effective

 parameterizations and the strategies for constructing such parameterizations in hierarchical
 models.

 This article introduces an ancillarity-sufficiency interweaving strategy (ASIS) for

 boosting MCMC efficiency. Instead of choosing a single DA scheme, ASIS singles out

 two special DA schemes, the ancillary augmentation (AA) and the sufficient augmentation

 (SA), and couples them by "going back and forth" between them within each iteration of

 an MCMC sampler. Specifically, in SA, the missing data are a sufficient statistic for the

 parameter of interest, whereas in AA, the missing data are an ancillary statistic. It has been

 long observed that between AA and SA (though not using these terms; see below), if one

 leads to fast convergence, the other is usually slow, depending on the observed data (e.g.,
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 Ancillarity-Sufficiency Interweaving Strategy  533

 Gelfand, Sahu, and Carlin 1995; Meng and van Dyk 1998; Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts, and

 Skold 2007). Therefore, it is not surprising that by combining the two in some way, such

 as alternating between them, one might achieve some compromise, or at least avoid disas
 ters.

 What is surprising, at least to us initially, is that there exists an interweaving strategy,

 to be defined in Section 2, that does not compromise but takes advantage of this beauty

 and-beast contrasting feature of the two DA algorithms; the resulting algorithm can often

 outperform both, sometimes very substantially. Furthermore, when the two DA schemes

 being interwoven form an AA-SA pair, we can show theoretically that in some cases ASIS

 provides the fastest converging algorithm within a general class as defined by'Liu and Wu

 (1999).

 On the application side, our motivating problem came from X-ray astrophysics: mod

 eling changes in source intensity for photon counts. We built a parameter-driven Poisson

 time series model (Cox 1981), but the required computation was very challenging until the

 interweaving strategy was applied (Yu 2005). Here we apply our general strategy to this

 and another two real-world problems to demonstrate its competitiveness and flexibility.

 We emphasize that the notions of SA and AA are mathematically equivalent to the cen

 tered parameterization (CP) and non-centered parameterization (NCP), respectively (see

 Gelfand, Sahu, and Carlin 1995, 1996; Roberts and Sahu 1997; Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts,

 and Skold 2003,2007; Papaspiliopoulos and Roberts 2008). We believe the sufficiency and

 ancillarity terminology better captures the essence of these methods, because centering

 and non-centering might leave the false impression that the methods are only applicable to

 location families. Indeed, the awkwardness of the CP/NCP nomenclature has been noted,

 for example, by Christensen in his discussion of the work of Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts,

 and Skold (2003): "The authors use the terminology 'non-centered' and 'partially non

 centered' for the latter two types of parameterisations, which suggest that they find them

 un-natural. I think these two types of parameterisations deserve better names." More im

 portantly, the connection with the classical notions of ancillarity and sufficiency reminds

 us of a theoretical insight suggested by Basu's theorem (Basu 1955); see Section 2. Nev

 ertheless, our central contribution is not about these two notions individually, but about

 coupling them in a particularly efficient way.

 The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the ASIS and more

 generally the component-wise ASIS, and uses examples from the works of Liu and Wu

 (1999) and Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts, and Skold (2003, 2007) to show how, why, and

 when ASIS works. Section 3 describes how we use component-wise ASIS in our motivat

 ing astrophysics problem. Section 4 further demonstrates the competitiveness and versatil

 ity of ASIS using probit regression and a normal model with interval censoring. Section

 5 establishes four theorems, three on the robustness of the interweaving strategy, and one

 on the optimality of ASIS under further conditions. Section 6 concludes with a discussion

 of limitations and open problems. Due to space limitation, most proofs and technical de

 tails are deferred to an on-line appendix, available at the journal website http://www.pubs.

 amstat.org.
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 534  Y. Yu and X.-L. Meng

 2. DEFINING AND EXPLAINING ASIS

 2.1 Ancillary and Sufficient DA Schemes

 Consider the simplest two-level normal hierarchical model (Liu and Wu 1999)

 Yobs\(0 5 Ymis ) ~ N(Ymis, 1), (2.1)

 Ymis\e ~ N(9, V), (2.2)

 where 9 is the parameter, Y0bs (a scalar) is the observed datum, Ymix is the missing datum

 or latent variable, and V > 0 is a known constant. With a constant prior distribution on 9,

 the posterior is 0\Yobs ~ N{Y0bs, 1 + V), which is our target density.

 Treating Ymls directly as the missing data, the standard DA algorithm iterates between

 drawing Ymis|(0, Yobs) and drawing 9\(Ymis, Yobs):

 v itn v \ \r{^~^^^'obs ^ A ri i\
 Ymisl(0> Y0bs) ~ Nl 1 -j- V ' 1 -|- V /' (2-3)
 0\(Ymis, Yobs) ~ N(Ymis, V). (2.4)

 Because the right side of (2.1) is free of 9, we call such a DA scheme p(Ymjs, Y0tJS\9)

 sufficient augmentation (SA), since YmiS is a sufficient statistic for 9 in the augmented-data

 model. In a Bayesian setting, this implies that the augmented-data posterior of 9 depends

 on YmiS alone.

 On the other hand, if we let

 Ymis = Ymis - o, (2.5)

 and treat Ymjs as the missing data, then the model can be rewritten as

 Yobs\(0, Ymis) ~ N{Ymis + 9, 1), (2.6)

 Ymis\9 ~ N(0, V), (2.7)

 which gives a different DA algorithm:

 Ymis\(0, Yobs) ~ ~ 6) , (2-8)

 0\(.Ymis, Yobs) ~ N(Yobs Ymisi 1). (2.9)

 We call such a DA scheme ancillary augmentation (AA), because the distribution of Ymls,

 as in (2.7), is free of 9, that is, Ymis is an ancillary statistic for 9. In Bayesian terms, Ymis

 and 9 are independent a priori.

 Though both schemes have the same target distribution p(9\Yabs), their convergence

 rates are usually different. For EM-type algorithms, the convergence rates are governed

 by "the fraction of missing information" (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977; Meng and

 Rubin 1991; Meng 1994; Meng and van Dyk 1996, 1997), which also provides insights
 into the convergence behavior of DA-type algorithms (Liu 1994; van Dyk and Meng 2001,

 2010). In the current problem, for SA as in (2.2), the smaller the (conditional) variance V,
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 Ancillarity-Sufficiency Interweaving Strategy  535

 the more informative Fmis is about 9, and hence the more missing information when we

 treat Ylms as missing data. In contrast, for (2.7), the smaller the value of V, the more we

 know about Y,„is (as it gets closer to zero stochastically), and hence the less the missing

 information when we treat Ymis as missing data. Consequently, when V is small, we expect

 SA to be slow but AA to be fast; the situation reverses when V is large.

 This intuition is indeed correct. Let us recall that for a general DA algorithm, its ge

 ometric rate of convergence is the square of the maximal correlation between Ymis and 6

 under the joint posterior distribution p(Ymis, 9\Y0bs)', see the articles of Liu, Wong, and

 Kong (1994, 1995). This is both the L\ and L2 geometric rate, because for time-reversible

 Markov chains such as the DA algorithm, geometric L1 convergence and L2 convergence

 are equivalent (see Roberts and Tweedie 2001). The usual definition of the Lp geometric

 rate is the smallest constant r such that the Lp distance between the distribution of 9<r> and

 the target distribution is bounded above by c(9<0>)r', where c is a (nonnegative) function of

 9(0). WhenO < r < 1, we say {0<J>) is geometrically ergodic; otherwise it is non-geometric

 or sub-geometric (all with respect to the chosen Lp norm). If, in addition to r <1, c(9([)))

 is bounded above, we say is uniformly ergodic. See the work of Meyn and Tweedie

 (1993) and Papaspiliopoulos and Roberts (2008). In this article we will adopt the L2 norm

 mainly because our theoretical results (Section 5) are established via maximal correlations,

 as in the work of Liu, Wong, and Kong (1994, 1995). We note, however, that the L2 ge

 ometric convergence implies L\ geometric convergence in general (e.g., when we move

 beyond the original DA setting).

 For the current case, the rate is = 1/(1+ V) for the SA chain and r&A — V/(1 + V)

 for the AA chain (the larger the rate, the slower the convergence). These rates can also be

 visualized by noting the slope in the stochastic recursion for the SA chain (obtained by

 combining (2.3) and (2.4) via their stochastic representations):

 9('+X) = —^—9('/> + -^—Yobs + JV2 + 2V Z\0, (2.10) SA \ + ySA'ii + yoc's'Vy_^y 1 ^

 and for the AA chain (obtained by combining (2.8) and (2.9)):

 cl} = — C + — rots + (2.11) aa x 4- V 1 -f- V V 1 -(- V

 where z\l) and Zj' are i.i.d. N(0,1). Because r^A + rsA = 1» when one algorithm con
 verges fast, the other has to be slow, and either one can be arbitrarily slow on its own, de

 pending on the value of V. Gelfand, Sahu, and Carlin (1995), Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts,

 and Skold (2003, 2007), and Papaspiliopoulos and Roberts (2008) discussed this issue for

 general classes of Bayesian hierarchical models. A key contribution of our article is to

 show that, by interweaving the two schemes, we can create a potentially much better al

 gorithm. Indeed, for the toy example, our proposed strategy will lead to i.i.d. draws and

 hence the rate r is zero. This is in contrast with the simple alternating scheme, which has

 a rate of r^rsA even though the alternating scheme requires four steps (i.e., (2.3)-(2.4) and

 (2.8)-(2.9)) at each iteration whereas the interweaving strategy uses only three, as detailed
 below.
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 536  Y. Yu AND X.-L. Meng

 2.2 Interweaving AA and SA

 To define interweaving, suppose we have a pair of DA schemes YmjS and Ymis (not neces

 sarily an SA-AA pair) such that their joint distribution p(YmiS, Y,„iS\9, Y0bs), conditional on

 both 9 and Y0bs, is well defined. We emphasize that this joint distribution is often degener

 ate in the sense that = M(YmiS; 9) where M(-; 9) is a one-to-one (deterministic) map

 ping for given 9. In our toy example, M(Ymis; 9) = Ymis - 9, and M~l{Ymis\ 9) = Ymis + 6.

 However, there are important applications that call for more general stochastic relation

 ships. Consider the example provided by Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts, and Skold (2007),
 where YmjS ~ Bernoulli((9) is a latent class indicator, and is an SA because the member

 ship probability 9 is the only parameter in their model. An AA is obtained by specifying

 Ymis ~ Uniform(0, 1) and letting Ymis be the indicator of the event Ymi!l < 9. Although

 YmiS is a deterministic function of Ymis (for fixed 9), the inverse relationship is stochastic:

 given 9, YmiS ~ Uniform(0,9) if Km,iS = 1 and Ymis ~ Uniform(0,1) if Ymls = 0. As em

 phasized by Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts, and Skold (2007), such many-to-one mappings are

 necessary for "state-space expansion," an important technique for constructing AA (i.e.,

 NCP) for discretely observed diffusion processes (Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts, and Skold
 2003; Beskos et al. 2006).

 The two DA schemes lead to two algorithms: one iterates between Step 1: Draw
 Ymis ~ p(Ymis\0) and Step 2: Draw 9 ~ p(9\Ymu): and the other between Step 1: Draw

 Ymis ~ p(Ymis\9) and Step 2: Draw 9 ~ p(9\Ymis). (For simplicity of notation, condition

 ing on Y0bs is suppressed henceforth unless otherwise noted.) A straightforward alternating

 scheme would execute one iteration from each algorithm in turn; that is, we form a com

 bined iteration by carrying out Steps 1, 2, 1, and 2 in that order and treat these four steps
 as one iteration:

 [Ymis\e(t)] —> [01^,1 —* [Ymis\9] —■> [9«+l)\Ymis]. (2.12)

 For comparing different schemes, we only index (via the superscript) those draws that

 will form the chain {9(t\ t — 1,2,...}; all un-indexed draws serve as intermediate vehicles

 for moving from 9(t} to 0(t+l>. For example, the middle two steps in (2.12) facilitate the

 transfer from Ymis to Ymls. (A subtle point: (2.12) does not require {Fm,s, Ymls} to have

 a joint distribution given 9 and Y0bs.)

 Our interweaving strategy, in a nutshell, replaces Step 2 and Step 1 by a single step:

 drawing Ymjs from p(Ymis\Ymls) (no conditioning on 9)\ schematically, we have

 [Ymis\0(t)] > [Ymis\Ymis] » [0('+1)| ^mis ]• (2.13)

 It is usually more convenient to draw p(Ymis\Ymjs) by drawing 9 ~ p(9\Ymls) and then

 drawing Ymis ~ p(Ymis\Ymis, 9). Hence (2.13) becomes

 [Ymls\eU)] [e\Ymis] —> [Ymis\Ymis, 9] —> [fl(r+1)|ymi-,]. (2.14)

 Viewed this way, the only difference between interweaving and alternating is that we re

 place the third step in (2.12) by the conditional draw YmjS ~ p (Ymls \ Ymis, <9). Ironically,

 although replacing p(_YmiS\9) by p{Ymls\Ymts, 9) appears to introduce more dependence (of

 ten Ymis is completely determined by {Ymjs, 0}!), the resulting algorithm usually possesses
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 Ancillarity-Sufficiency Interweaving Strategy  537

 less dependence between 0<t) and and hence improves convergence, as demonstrated
 in later sections.

 To explain the name interweaving, consider (2.14) again but this time we omit the sec

 ond step, \91 ymis] * The scheme then becomes

 [Ymis\e(,)] —> [Ymis\Ymis, 0(()] —* [0{t+l)\Ymis]. (2.15)

 But this is trivially the same as

 [Ymis\e{,)]—* [0(,+1)|iU], (2.16)
 which is just the original DA algorithm based on alone. So in this sense the new
 scheme (2.13)—or equivalently (2.14)—-just interweaves (or injects) the [9 \ Ymis] step from

 the DA algorithm based on Ymis into the DA algorithm based on Km;s (or vice versa).

 2.3 Global Interweaving Strategy and Its Potential

 To summarize, each iteration of the resulting global interweaving strategy ("global" is

 used to distinguish from "component-wise" introduced later) performs the following steps,

 where non-inleger superscripts index intermediate draws.

 Global Interweaving Strategy (GIS):

 Step 1. Draw Ymis given 0:Y^S\9{t\

 Step 2. Draw 9 given Ymis: 9^t+0-5)\Y^s.

 Step 2. Redraw 9 given Ymis: 0{t+X)\Y^l\ where ?%£l) ~ p(Ymis\Y^s; 9(t+0-5)).

 To verify that this GIS chain preserves the stationary density p(9) as shared by the

 original two DA algorithms, we note, from (2.13), that its transition density is

 k{9'\9) = J J p(9'\Ymis)p(Ymis\Ymis)p(Ymis\0)dYmisdYmis. (2.17)

 For simplicity of presentation we assume all distributions involved have densities with

 respect to Lebesgue measure. Assuming that p(Ymis, Ymis, 9) is a well-defined joint density

 and its margins p{YmiS, 9) and p(YmjS, 9) are the (joint) stationary densities of the original

 two DA chains such that they share the same margin p(9), we have, by Fubini's theorem,

 dYmhdY, mis "1 mis J k(9'\9)p(9)d9 = J J p(9'\Ymis)p(Ymis\Ymis) J p(Ymis\9)p(9)d6

 = / P<e'lK„„>y dt„.

 Hence p(9) is the stationary density; see the article by Tierney (1994) for a general theory

 for ensuring valid target distributions in MCMC. When the two DAs form an AA-SA pair,

 we call the resulting GIS an Ancillarity-Sufficiency Interweaving Strategy (ASIS).
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 538  Y. Yu AND X.-L. Meng

 We note here that the kernel expression (2.17) is closely related to the "sandwiched"

 kernel given by Hobert and Marchev (2008). The difference is that the kernel in the work

 of Hobert and Marchev (2008), using our notation, can be written as

 kmiW\0) = J J p{e,\Y'mls)p(Y'mis\Ymis)p(YmLS\e)dYmisdYlnis, (2.18)

 where (9', Y'mis) and (9, Ymls) have the same joint distribution; when Y'mis = Fmis, (2.18)

 becomes the standard DA. Such a setup is general enough to subsume both marginal aug

 mentation and PX-DA, but is still less general than (2.17), where (9', Ynus) and (9, Ymis) do

 not (necessarily) have the same distribution precisely because we want to take advantage

 of the "beauty-and-beast" nature of the Ymis and Ymis pair. Technically, the reason that we

 can relax the restriction that (9', Y'mis) and (9, Ymis) have the same distribution is that we

 only aim to preserve the stationary distribution for the 9 margin.

 If Ymjs and YmjS are linked by a one-to-one transformation Ymjs = M(YmiS; 9), then ge

 ometrically each conditional draw in Steps 1-2 can be viewed as sampling along a certain

 direction in the (9, Kmis) space. In this case GIS falls within the framework of alternating

 subspace-spanning resampling (Liu 2003). Which combination of directions produces an

 algorithm that is both efficient and easy to implement is a critical issue, and the current

 article demonstrates that ASIS is a promising and surprisingly simple recipe.

 Figure 1 illustrates the three directions for the toy model. Remarkably, by sampling

 in these particular directions, ASIS converges immediately, that is, r^sis — 0, as can be

 verified from its stochastic recursion (derived in a similar way as for (2.10) or (2.11))

 dAs1s] = Yobs + z 1 + sFv Z2, (2.19)

 where Z\ and Z2 are i.i.d. N((), 1). That is, the ASIS chain produces i.i.d. draws from the
 target distribution N(Y0bs, 1 + V).

 Contrary to what one might suspect, this phenomenon of i.i.d. draws has nothing to do

 with the normality assumptions in (2.1) or in (2.2), as we will show in the next section.

 However, the change of the distribution shape can affect substantially the convergence

 behaviors of the original SA chain or the AA chain, as proved by Papaspiliopoulos and

 Roberts (2008). In particular, if we change the normal distribution in (2.1) to a Cauchy dis

 tribution, but keep the normality for (2.2), then the SA chain is not geometrically ergodic,

 whereas the AA chain is uniformly ergodic. On the other hand, if we retain the normality

 e e e

 Figure 1. Sampling directions (solid lines) for ASIS in the toy model with Ya),s = 1 and V = 1. Left: Step 1, con
 ditional draw along the lines 0 = const. Center: Step 2, conditional draw along - 9 — const. Right: Step 2,
 conditional draw along ymiJ = const. The ellipses are contours of the posterior distribution p(0,
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 Ancillarity-Sufficiency Interweaving Strategy  539

 for (2.1) but adopt a Cauchy distribution in (2.2), then the SA chain will be uniformly er

 godic but the AA chain will fail to be geometrically ergodic. However, regardless of which

 original chain fails, the ASIS sampler delivers i.i.d. draws.

 Most strikingly, let us consider a bivariate extension of (2.1)-(2.2), where the first

 component {F0fo,i, 0\) follows the Cauchy-Normal pair version of (2.1)-(2.2),
 and the second component [Y0bs,2, iraj,2>02} follows the Normal-Cauchy pair version

 of (2.1)-(2.2), and the two components are independent (including independent priors

 p(9\, 62) oc 1). Since this bivariate model is just two independent univariate models, obvi

 ously Ymis — (Ymis, 1? Ymis,2) 'S SA for 0 = (0]. Oi) and Ymis = (ymis, 1 ^i • Ymis,2 ^2) ~

 Y mis — 0 is A A for 6. Both the SA chain for 9 and the AA chain for 9 fail to be geomet

 rically ergodic because each has a component that fails to be so by construction, yet the

 ASIS sampler will still produce i.i.d. draws for 9 since each of its components does so. Al

 though this extreme example is not indicative at all of what ASIS can achieve in practice,

 it shows that the power of ASIS comes not so much from the individual behaviors of SA

 and AA but rather from their contrasting relationship.

 2.4 So Where Does the Magic Come From?

 Although achieving i.i.d. sampling is wishful thinking for general MCMC (albeit with

 effort even negatively associated draws are possible; see, e.g., Craiu and Meng 2005), our

 empirical and theoretical results demonstrate that achieving substantial improvements via

 ASIS is a real possibility. In particular, in Section 5 we establish the following result (the

 simplest among several):

 Theorem 1. Given a posterior distribution of interest p(6\Y0bs),9 e 0, suppose we

 have two augmentation schemes Ymjsj and Ymis,2 such that their joint distribution, con

 ditioning on both 9 and Y0bs, is well defined for 9 60 (almost surely with respect to

 p(0 \ Y0bs))- Denote the geometric rate of convergence of the DA algorithm under Y,msj by

 n,i = 1,2, which are allowed to take value 1 (i.e., being sub-geometric). Then

 r\&2 < (2-20)

 where n&2 is the geometric rate of the GIS sampler interweaving YmSt \ and ymiS>2, and

 Sl\,2 is the maximal correlation between and Ymls2 in their joint posterior distribu

 tion p(Ymis\  1 Ymis,2 I Yobs).

 This theorem establishes that minimally the interweaving strategy leads to an al

 gorithm that is better than the worse of the two, because (2.20) trivially implies that

 H&2 < maxjri, n}- Theorem 1 therefore sharpens Hobert and Marchev's (2008) result
 that the Markov chain defined by their "sandwiched" kernel (2.18) is no slower than the

 original chain determined by This is because when (9, Yml^\) and (9, YmiSt2) have the

 same distribution (which is the case for (2.18)), r\ — r2, and hence (2.20) improves Hobert

 and Marchev's (2008) result by the factor .ft 1,2 < 1. Although .ft 12 is typically difficult

 to calculate—so this improvement has little use in evaluating the bound—it is the key for
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 understanding the power of the interweaving strategy because it brings the posterior de

 pendence of Ymis. i and Ymis_2 into the picture, which provides a new direction for boosting

 MCMC efficiency. For example. Theorem 1 says that as long as 311,2 < 1 (see Theorem 2

 of Section 5 when this fails), the interweaving strategy will be geometrically convergent,

 even if neither of the original two algorithms is (as illustrated in Section 2.3). The the

 oretical and empirical evidence in later sections demonstrates that ASIS often converges

 noticeably faster than the original two (issues such as time per iteration will be discussed

 in the context of real examples).

 Theorem 1 also says that when ■lR\,2 = 0, that is, when Ymi^\ and F,mSi2 are a posteriori

 independent, then ri&2 = 0 and hence the interwoven algorithm will provide i.i.d. draws.

 As (2.13) depicts, if Ymis (= Ymi^ \) and Ymis (= Ymjs^) are independent, then so are 0<t+]>

 and 0(t>. Although independence is generally not achievable, Theorem 1 provides a critical

 insight as to which pairs of KmiSi 1 and YmiS2 we should seek. The classical theorem of

 Basu (1955) says that a complete sufficient statistic is independent of any ancillary statistic

 given the parameter. Although this does not imply that sufficient and ancillary DAs should

 be independent a posteriori (and usually they are not), it does suggest that they are good

 candidates for interweaving.

 In many common models, Fmii, the "default" DA, is the SA or CP, as emphasized by

 Gelfand, Sahu, and Carlin (1995, 1996) and Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts, and Skold (2003,

 2007). How should we construct its partner via = M(Ymis\9)l Regardless of the
 choice of the (one-to-one) mapping M(-; 9), the joint posterior density of YmiS and 9 can

 be expressed as

 p(6, Ymis I Yobs) oc p(Y0bs\Ymis, 9) p(Ymis\9) p0(9), (2.21)

 where p<)(8) is the prior. If 9 and Ymjs are one-to-one given Ymjs, we can directly form

 a one-to-one transformation from (0, Ymis) to (Ymis, Ymis), where Ymis = M~l(Ymis\ 0),

 with M(-;0) one-to-one but otherwise to be determined. Noting that p(Yobs|ymiS; 0) =

 P(Y0bs\Ymis; 0) = p{Yobs\Ymis) because Ymis = M(Ymis\ 9) is one-to-one and Ymis is suffi
 cient, we have

 P ( Ymis i Ymis |Yobs) a p(Yobs\Ymis)p(Ymis\6)po(e)J(Ymis, Ymis), (2.22)

 where 9 =9(Ymis, Ymis) is determined by Y,ms = M(Ymis; 9) and

 I(y y , _ \telidM(Ymis-9)/dYmls}\
 \dct{dM(Ymis;9)/d9}\ " '

 In all examples of Section 2.3 po(9) oc 1 and M(Ymis;9) = Ymis — 9, so that J(Ymis,
 Ymis) — 1- Consequently, (2.22) suggests that if Ymjs is ancillary for 9, then Ymjs and Ymis

 are a posteriori independent because (2.22) then factors as a function of Ymjs and Ymjs:

 P(Ymis> Ymis\Y0hs) oc p(Y(lf}s\Ym{s)p(Ymis). (2.24)

 Hence = 0, explaining why ASIS led to i.i.d. draws in all examples of Section 2.3.
 Achieving such complete factorization is of course rare. Nevertheless, as long as YmiS is

 an AA, we still have the factorization of the first two terms in the right side of (2.22):

 P(Ymis, Ymis\Yobs) oc p(Y0hs\Ymis)p(YmiS)po(9(Ymis, Ymjs))J(Fmls, Ymjs). (2.25)
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 Therefore, the a posteriori dependence is determined only by the form of the prior and

 the Jacobian of our transformation. This is largely good news, because in practice priors

 tend to be weak (for likelihood computation via MCMC, e.g., the prior is constant), and

 the transformation is for us to make, at least to a certain extent. For example, suppose 9 is

 a scale parameter for Ymis, which is an SA for 9, and we use the usual constant prior on

 log#. If we choose = M(YmiS\ 0) = YmiS/0, which is an AA, then we have

 A (Ymis, Ymis) = Po(0(Ymis, Ymis))J(Ymis, Ymis) = 9~x x Q~x/(Ymise~2) = Y~^. (2.26)

 Hence p(YmjS, Ymis\Y0bs) factors, leading again to i.i.d. draws. We remark that it does not

 seem a coincidence that the location map M(YmiS\ 9) = YmiS — 9 works with a constant

 prior on 9 and the scale map M(Fmis; 9) = Ymis/9 works with a constant prior on log (9; see
 Section 6.

 A perceptive reader must wonder if there is something too good to be true here. It may

 seem possible to choose M(-; 9) (as afunctional of the prior po) such that A (FmiJ, Ymis) in

 (2.26) factors. However, the resulting parameterization is not guaranteed to be an AA. More

 critically, (2.22) is correct only when 9 and FmiJ are of the same dimension (and one-to-one

 given Ymis). Otherwise the joint density of Ymls and Ymjs is of a more complicated form, and

 much less likely to factor. Nevertheless, we shall demonstrate both empirically and theo

 retically that ASIS, particularly with its component-wise implementation described in the

 next section, holds good promise for boosting MCMC efficiency because of its simplicity,

 generality, and flexibility.

 2.5 Component-Wise Interweaving Strategy

 When GIS is difficult to implement, it is natural to consider partitioning 9 into 0 =

 {0\, ...,0j}. The usual Gibbs sampler draws Ymis given 0, and then each 0j in turn given

 Ymis and all other components of 9, at each iteration. The component-wise interweaving

 strategy (CIS) modifies it by drawing each 9j using interweaving, conditional on all other

 components. Thus we only need a conditional AA and a conditional SA for each compo

 nent of 9, treating all other components as known. Specifically, let Ysj and Yaj be the

 conditional SA and conditional A A schemes for 0j, respectively, j = 1,..., J, such that

 the joint distribution of all {Ysj, Yaj', j = 1, ■ • •, J} given 0 and Yabs is well defined.
 Generalizing (2.14), an iteration of CIS with J = 2 is as follows:

 [Fa,i|0(,)] —► [0i|rA.i;0f ] —► [ys,i\ya,i, (0i.020)] —► [0i(r+1)!*s,i;020]

 —» [1^,21*5,i; K+1),^°)] —> [<h\YA,2-,0,('+1)]

 [Ys,2\YaX «+1).02)] K+1)|^,2,<+1)].

 In general, for each j, CIS simply adds a step based on Ymisj to the (j + l)th step of

 the original Gibbs sampler. Typically the DA Ymis used by the original Gibbs-type sampler

 is either an AA or SA for each 9j, and hence only its complementary YmjSj is needed to
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 complete the AA-SA pair. For each j, let 0<j and 9>j denote the components of 0 before

 and after Oj, respectively. Adopting the previous conventions, we can express the general
 CIS scheme as follows.

 Component-wise Interweaving Strategy (CIS):
 Step 1. Draw Ymis ~ p(YmLs\9(l)).

 For j = I,..., J, perform the following J cycles in turn:

 Step (j + 1). Draw 0jt+O'5) ~ p(dj\G«+l), Ymis).

 Step (j + 1). Update Ymisj ~ p{Ymis,j|0<t1),0jf+O'5), 0>j; Ymis), and then draw

 9jt+l) ~ p{&j\0<j'1)> 0>): Ymisj);

 update Ymis by drawing it from p(Ymis\e^t1), of+l), 6^j; Ymisj).

 In Step (7 + 1), the two draws updating Ymjsj and Ymis are typically simple determin

 istic transformations, that is, Ymlsj = Mj(Ymjs; 9) and its inverse; they are not on equal

 footing with Step 1, the real sampling step as called for by the original Gibbs sampler.

 By including these extra draws in Step (j + 1), it becomes clear that once Step (j + 1)
 is removed from the y'th cycle for all j, CIS reduces to the original Gibbs sampler. (This

 simple observation is helpful for understanding Theorem 3 in Section 5, which links the

 convergence rate of CIS to that of the original Gibbs sampler.) Also, for simplicity, we have

 chosen to link all Ymisj to a common Ym„, although we could have used a more general

 notation Ymisj

 The CIS is valid because every step maintains the invariance of the target density; the

 proof is the same as the one for GIS in Section 2.3. Specifically, if we denote the output of

 0 immediately after Step (j + 1) by

 e('+j/J) = (6>^+1), 6>j'+1), 0®j), (2.27)
 then follows the target distribution for all j — 1,..., J as long as does. This
 holds regardless of whether the DA schemes form ancillary-sufficient pairs. As a con

 sequence, CIS is amenable to the so-called Metropolis-within-Gibbs strategy, which re

 places certain intractable conditional draws by Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) steps. (A sub

 tle point: the final draw of Ymis in Step (J + 1) is redundant if Step 1 is exact, but is needed

 if a Metropolis-within-Gibbs strategy is implemented in Step 1, so that the Metropolis

 Hastings moves are correctly updated.)

 Like the Gibbs sampler, the convergence rate of CIS may depend on the ordering of

 the steps. If we switch Step (j + 1) with Step (j + 1) for certain values of j, then the

 convergence rate (but not the validity) may be affected. Which ordering is more efficient

 is theoretically interesting. However, our experiences in this and the related ECM-type
 algorithms (e.g., van Dyk and Meng 1997) indicate that the difference is often minor, at

 least relative to the difference between using and not using the interweaving strategy. We

 shall therefore not pursue this issue of ordering, but refer interested readers to the article

 by Amit and Grenander (1991) for investigations in the context of Gibbs sampling.
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 The theoretical insight from Theorem 1 for GIS suggests that CIS may achieve effi

 ciency by reducing, in turn, the dependence between and oj' conditional on the
 rest of the components. Theorem 3 of Section 5 supports this intuition. Theorem 3 uses

 the notion of the minimal speed of a Gibbs sampler or more generally an MCMC algo

 rithm, which circumvents certain theoretical difficulties in dealing with the geometric rate

 of convergence of non-reversible Markov chains (e.g., Gibbs samplers with more than two

 components). Empirical evidence will be provided in Section 3 to demonstrate the flexibil

 ity and power of the component-wise ASIS.

 2.6 The Simplicity, Generality, and Flexibility of ASIS and CIS

 A central advantage of ASIS, or more generally CIS, is its simplicity. It is a simpler

 construction than the marginal DA algorithm of Meng and van Dyk (1999), or the PX-DA

 algorithm of Liu and Wu (1999), where the model is expanded to include a parameter a that

 is unidentifiable from observed data. Under certain conditions, Liu and Wu (1999) proved

 that the optimal prior on the expansion parameter a (i.e., the prior that produces the fastest

 sampler) is the Haar measure. Meng and van Dyk (1999) showed that while a proper prior

 on of always gives a valid algorithm, an improper prior (excluding the Haar measure) may

 result in an algorithm that does not have the correct target distribution. In contrast, ASIS

 does not require an expansion parameter or a prior associated with it; one simply identifies

 an SA and a corresponding AA and samples the parameter under both schemes, in the way

 as described in Section 2.3 and more generally in Section 2.5.

 Another advantage is its generality. Clearly GIS or CIS is as generic as EM or the

 Gibbs sampler, in that the recipe is by no means limited to any particular problem. Inciden

 tally, GIS/CIS is also analogous to EM in another sense. Before its general formulation by

 Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (1977), special cases of EM had already existed (see Meng and

 van Dyk 1997, for a historical review). For particular problems, the interweaving strategy

 was used independently in at least two Ph.D. theses (Yu 2005; Kypraios 2007), suggesting

 how easy it is to "stumble upon" such a method even without the general formulation and

 theory provided in the current article.

 To identify an SA is usually easy, much like identifying sufficient statistics (more

 precisely, minimal sufficient statistics) in classical settings. It is common to seek expo

 nential family models as our augmented-data model—without altering the observed-data

 model—for easy implementation of EM and DA. Hence (minimal) complete-data suffi

 cient statistics are readily available, especially when we use the component-wise strat

 egy; see Sections 3 and 4 for real-data examples. This easiness was also emphasized by

 Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts, and Skold (2007), who provided about a dozen examples, rang

 ing from repeated measurements models to diffusion processes models.

 Once an SA scheme is identified, the construction of a corresponding AA scheme is typ

 ically even easier, often by "standardizing/pivotizing" the identified SA. This is the same

 strategy used by Liu and Wu (1999), Meng and van Dyk (1997, 1999), van Dyk and Meng

 (2001), and Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts, and Skold (2007). "Standardizing/pivotizing" is
 not restricted to continuous missing data. For example, when the SA is a latent homoge

 neous Poisson process {X(t), t > 0} with rate 6, as in certain diffusion processes problems
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 (Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts, and Skold 2007), we can construct an AA process by setting

 X(t) = X(t/0), for all t, which has unit rate and is therefore ancillary. In the simpler case

 of a univariate and continuous FmiS ~ F{Ymis\9), the CDF transformation Ymis = F(Ymis\0)

 leads to an AA, because Ymls ~ Uniform(0,1).

 The third advantage of the interweaving strategy is its flexibility; there are many vari

 ations and modifications at the user's disposal for reaching a desirable balance between

 theoretical speed, computational efficiency (e.g., CPU time), and ease of programming.

 The full CIS as described in Section 2.5 has 27 + 1 steps within each iteration. However, if

 some of the steps are difficult to implement, or costly in terms of CPU time, then one can

 easily omit them. (We shall call the resulting algorithm a partial CIS algorithm.) In gen

 eral, the space-filling condition of Meng and Rubin (1993) is satisfied if we include Step 1

 and, for each j, at least one of the Steps ( j + 1) and (j + 1) (since both update 6j). The
 space-filling condition simply means that the entire space of {6, 7m!J} lies in the span of

 the directions searched collectively by the steps executed within one iteration. These direc

 tions are not required to be orthogonal; indeed, as illustrated in Figure 1, ASIS purposefully

 searches for an "over-complete representation" (borrowing a term from the wavelets litera

 ture) or an "over-saturated design" (borrowing a term from experimental design) to achieve

 rapid mixing. With the space-filling condition satisfied, it is typically as easy to verify the

 irreducibility of any partial CIS as that of the original Gibbs-type sampler, even if some

 steps themselves become "incomplete"; see Section 4.2. We emphasize that, after account

 ing for CPU time or programming cost, partial CIS algorithms may be more desirable than

 the full CIS, as the real examples in Section 4 will demonstrate.

 3.1 A Parameter-Driven Poisson Time Series Model

 The scientific problem that motivated our work came from X-ray astrophysics, where it

 is common to model (binned) photon counts observed from a source by a Poisson distri

 bution. Questions of scientific interest are whether source intensity is changing over time,

 and if so, how. The dataset plotted in Figure 2 is one of a few for which we were asked to

 determine if there is any statistical evidence for the change of intensity over the observation

 period.

 For such data, we consider the following time series model (subscript "f" indexes time):

 where Y — {Kr} denotes observed counts at time t,t = \,T, X, is a 1 x p vector of
 covariates, d, is a known positive constant (e.g., the width of bin t), f = {^} is a latent sta

 tionary AR(1) process, and §<r = j = 1, f — 1}. Marginally ~ N(0, r2), where

 3. COMPONENT-WISE ASIS FOR A POISSON
 TIME SERIES MODEL

 F/K&. P) ~ Poisson(</; ),

 £tl(S<f,/M) ~ N(p%t-i,82), t > 2, and

 ~ N(0,S2/(l-p2)),
 (3.2)

 (3.1)
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 0 200 400 600 800 1000

 time

 Figure 2. Photon counts observed by the Chandra X-ray telescope High Resolution Camera from a point source,

 the isolated neutron star/quark star candidate RX J1856.5-3754. The total exposure time is 55,476 seconds, which
 is divided into 1000 equal bins.

 r2 — <52/(1 — p2). The parameters of interest are P = (f3\,..., f$p)', p, and <5. In our case

 p = 2 and X, = (1, t/T), and the key interest is to infer whether the trend parameter fa is

 away from zero.

 This model belongs to a broad class of parameter-driven time series models (Cox 1981).

 Perhaps due to its flexibility and ease of interpretation, it is commonly used in medical and

 social studies (e.g., Zeger 1988; Chan and Ledolter 1995; Friihwirth-Schnatter and Wagner

 2006). However, the analytically intractable likelihood is a serious challenge for estimat

 ing model parameters; the MLE admits no simple formula. See the article by Davis and

 Rodriguez-Yam (2005) for numerical methods to approximate such a likelihood. Whereas

 Zeger (1988) used generalized estimating equations, Chan and Ledolter (1995) adopted
 a Monte Carlo EM approach. For Bayesian estimation, Friihwirth-Schnatter and Wagner

 (2006) proposed an interesting (approximate) Gibbs sampler.

 To demonstrate the effectiveness of ASIS, we shall perform a Bayesian analysis with

 both synthetic and real data. Further illustrations using a dataset of Zeger (1988) can be

 found in an earlier version of this article (Yu and Meng 2007).

 3.2 Data Augmentation and Algorithms

 The standard Gibbs sampler for simulating from the posterior, assuming a prior

 p(/3, p, r) oc 1, has three blocks of steps. In our implementation, p is constrained between

 —0.99 and 0.99 to avoid numerical problems. Conditions derived by Michalak (2001) can

 be adapted to verify posterior propriety in all our examples. Technically we do not have

 a Gibbs sampler because we use Metropolis-Hastings to carry out some of its steps, but we

 nevertheless refer to it as "the standard Gibbs sampler" to emphasize that its key structure

 is still drawing from all full conditionals.
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 Standard Gibbs Sampler:

 Step 1. Draw £|(/8, p, 8, Y). Because §'s are autocorrelated, we update given §,_i
 and %t+1 for t = 1,..., T in turn via a one-dimensional M-H algorithm. The details of this

 and the following steps can be found in Appendix A.

 Step 2a- Draw ft\(%, p, 8, Y), or equivalently ft\{%, Y) due to conditional independence.

 This step is equivalent to posterior sampling of a Poisson generalized linear model (GLM),

 and we use an M-H move similar to that in Step 1.

 Step 3s- Draw (p, S)|(£, ft, Y), or equivalently (p, <5)|£. This step, which is in closed

 form, is equivalent to a Bayesian fitting of an AR(1) model, treating £ as observed data.

 As shall be evident from simulations as well as real-data examples, the standard sam

 pler may perform very poorly. To design more efficient algorithms, we first identify the

 sufficient and ancillary augmentation schemes for the parameters. It is easy to check that

 the standard augmentation, §, is an AA for ft but an SA for (p, <5)—hence the subscripts

 in "Step 2a" and "Step 3s" Therefore we only need to find an SA for ft and an AA for

 Although the posterior distribution of (ft,p,8) remains the same, the augmented-data

 model has changed. See Figure 3 for a comparison of the two hierarchical model struc

 tures, that is, (3.1)—(3.2) versus (3.4)-(3.5). In particular, p(Y\r], ft, p, 8) is now free of ft

 SAfor ft: Observe that if we treat >] = {r]t}, where

 r]t=^t + Xtft, t = l,...,T,

 as the missing data, then the model can be rewritten as

 Y, ~ Poisson((/fe'?');

 1t\r]<t ~ N(pr)t-i + (Xt - pXt-i)ft, 82), t> 2, and

 (3.3)

 (3.4)

 (3-5)

 standard augmentation (AA)

 (P, <5)
 introducing T] (SA)

 (P, 5, /?)

 Figure 3. Change in dependence structure among the variables after introducing i). Left: structure of the original
 model, where £ are the missing data and are an AA for fi. Right: structure of the transformed model (3.4)-(3.5),

 where rj are the missing data and are an SA for /J. The arrows indicate how data could have been generated by
 sampling from the relevant conditional distributions (e.g., Y is generated conditional on f i,..., £7- and ft in the
 standard augmentation).
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 (and in fact free of (fi, p, 8)). The new missing data rj are therefore an SA for fi (and for

 GM)).

 Since the standard Gibbs sampler uses the A A for fi, we may improve it by adding a

 step that samples fi under the SA:

 Step 2s- Draw P\(jj. p, 8, Y). (In addition to Steps 1, 2A, and 35.)

 This step happens to be simple and inexpensive, because only linear regression is in

 volved; see Appendix A. Since Step 2$ treats r) as missing data, we need to invert (3.3) to

 keep £ updated, that is, we set $"ew = t), — XtjBnew at the end of Step 25.

 AA for (p, 8): Since the standard Gibbs sampler draws (p, 8) jointly using an SA, here

 we seek a joint AA for (p, 8), via "standardizing/pivotizing." Let

 K\ = 1 P gi and k, = ——P^' ', t > 2. (3.6)
 0 0

 Because k,'s are i.i.d. N(0, \), k = {k,, t > 1} is an AA for both fi and (p,8). We therefore
 add

 Step 3a- Draw (p, &)\(k, fi, Y), via a random-walk type M-H step.

 Similarly to Step 2s, we need to invert (3.6) at the end of Step 3^ to keep § updated:

 tfew = Pnewtfe_wx+8newKt, t >2. (3.7)

 A variation of Step 3a is to further break it into two Gibbs steps:

 Step 3'A. Draw p\{k, fi, 8, Y) via a random-walk type Metropolis step.

 Step 3"A. Draw 8\(k, fi, p,Y) via a random-walk type Metropolis step on the scale of
 log (5).

 With all the steps defined above, we can design a variety of Gibbs-type samplers, among

 which Schemes A-E below will receive special attention:

 Scheme A. The standard Gibbs sampler, that is, using only Steps 1, 2a, and 35.

 Scheme B. Each iteration cycles through Steps 1, 2j, and 3s

 Scheme C. Each iteration cycles through Steps 1, 2a, 2s, and 3s

 Scheme D. Each iteration uses all five Steps: 1, 2\, 2g, 3a, and 3s

 Scheme E. Same as Scheme D except that Step 34 is further split into Steps 3'A and 3"A.
 Table 1 summarizes the DA schemes for each parameter used by the five samplers. By

 comparing Scheme C with Scheme A or Scheme B, we can assess the effect of interweav

 ing SA and AA on fi; by comparing Scheme D with Scheme C, we can assess this effect

 on p and 8. The most comprehensive among the first four is Scheme D, which uses both

 SA and AA for every parameter. Scheme E is a variation of Scheme D, with a trade-off be

 tween computational load (which is a bit less for Scheme E because of the one-dimensional

 M-H for drawing p and 5) and convergence rate (Scheme D may converge faster as it draws

 (p, 8) together). In our simulations Scheme E turns out to be a good compromise, and is

 therefore included in the comparisons.

 3.3 Computational Performance With Simulated and Real Data

 Two datasets are simulated, each with T = 200 observations, p = 2, and X, = (1, t/T).
 The five schemes are run for 15,000 iterations each, with the first 5000 as burn-in, and
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 Table 1. The DA schemes used by five samplers for each parameter.

 Scheme A Scheme B Scheme C Scheme D Scheme E

 P AA SA SA & AA SA & AA SA & AA
 p SA SA SA SA & AA SA & AA
 S SA SA SA SA & AA SA & AA

 the remaining 10,000 draws for displaying their trajectories and autocorrelations for all

 parameters of interest.

 The first simulated dataset, DATA1, is intended to show the poor performance of the

 standard Gibbs sampler. DATA1 is generated according to dt = 5000 and (fa, fa, P, 8) =

 (0,1,0.5,0.1). The counts generated are large, that is, in the order of thousands. From

 Figures 4 (trajectories of the draws) and A. 1 (autocorrelations; Appendix A), it is clear that

 Scheme C is a dramatic improvement. The improvement is dramatic even after accounting

 for CPU time, as hinted by Table 2, which is for DATA2 discussed next but the pattern is
 similar for DATA1.

 Since adding Step 25 to Scheme A performs so well, and with little increase in com

 putational load, one is tempted to simply substitute Step 25 for Step 2 a in the standard

 Gibbs sampler, which gives Scheme B. Indeed, for DATA1 the performance of Scheme B

 is almost identical to that of Scheme C (hence the plots are not shown).

 To show that Scheme B does not always work well, a second dataset (DATA2) is gener

 ated according to dt — 10 and (fa, fa, p, 8) = (0,1,0,0.01). The counts are much smaller

 Scheme A  Scheme C

 Ijjl
 260 455 55o 55o iffio

 iteration/10
 155 i5o 555 i5o io5o

 iteration/10

 Figure 4. Comparing Scheme A with Scheme C, which adds Step 2$ to each iteration of Scheme A. Displayed
 are the trajectories of the Monte Carlo draws (excluding the burn-in period and keeping every tenth iteration)
 produced by the two schemes on DATA1.
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 Table 2. Time consumed to complete 15,000 iterations for Schemes A-E on DATA2.

 Scheme A  Scheme B  Scheme C  Scheme D  Scheme E

 CPU time (sees)  42  31  42  56  47

 (in tens). The first two columns of Figures 5 (trajectories) and A.2 (autocorrelations; Ap

 pendix A) compare Scheme B with Scheme C, which can also be viewed as adding Step 2a

 to Scheme B. Although draws for p and S behave equally badly for both schemes, conver

 gence of fi\ and P2 is improved considerably after adding Step 2a, that is, when Scheme C
 is used.

 Scheme C is far from perfect: for DATA2 the draws of p and <5 still exhibit heavy

 autocorrelations. The draws of <5, in particular, tend to stay near zero for long periods

 of time. The third columns of Figures 5 and A.2 (Appendix A) display the performance of

 Scheme D, which adds Step 3a (corresponding to the AA for (p, 8)) to Scheme C. Observe

 that Scheme D does as well as Scheme C for /?, but improves considerably for p and 8.

 Again using both SA and AA pays off.

 Scheme E (not shown) performs slightly more poorly than Scheme D, but it is computa

 tionally faster per iteration, as shown in Table 2. Scheme B is the least costly per iteration,

 but overall Scheme E is arguably the most efficient strategy, taking into account both the

 convergence rate and the computing time per iteration. (Scheme A, not shown, performs

 no better than Scheme C.);
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 Figure 5. Trajectories under Schemes B, C, and D on DATA2, after the burn-in period.
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 Figure 6. Trajectories under Schemes A, D, and E on the Chandra X-ray data, after the burn-in period.

 Finally, we model our motivating real data (Figure 2) according to (3.1)—(3.2) with

 T = 1000. We take dt as the width of the time bin (in seconds), and specify the covariates

 as Xt = (1, r/1000), which allows for a linear trend in the log Poisson intensity. Figures 6

 (trajectories) and A.3 (autocorrelations; Appendix A) compare MCMC Scheme A with

 Schemes D and E. Evidently, draws for fi parameters have little autocorrelations under

 all three schemes; draws for p and <5, however, mix very slowly under Scheme A, but their

 convergence is much improved under Scheme D or Scheme E. (The results were confirmed

 through replications.)

 Figure 7 displays some plots of the posterior distribution calculated by Scheme E. The

 marginal posterior of /?2, the trend parameter, is centered around zero with a small posterior

 variance, and the posterior of 8, the parameter that captures extra-Poisson variation, is very

 close to zero. Our inference, therefore, has to be that there is little evidence in this dataset

 to suggest that source intensity varies, given our modeling assumptions.

 As a closing remark on this application, we note that the improvement for each compo

 nent appears to be brought in by a specifically designed ASIS for that component, which

 may or may not have much impact on other components. That is, CIS seems to work in

 a piecemeal fashion. Mathematically this is difficult to formalize, because an algorithm

 converges only if all its components converge. Nevertheless, Theorem 3 of Section 5 pro

 vides a theoretical insight that this piecemeal phenomenon perhaps can be expected in

 many applications because of the multiplicative nature of a lower bound on the speed of

 CIS. Roughly speaking, CIS is effective if (i) interweaving is effective for each component

 conditional on other components, and (ii) after marginalizing over the missing data, the

 dependence between components of 0 is not extreme.
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 Figure 7. Posterior inference of the Chandra X-ray data, with the draws produced by Scheme E.

 4. COMPETITIVENESS AND FLEXIBILITY

 OF PARTIAL ASIS/CIS

 4.1 Application: Probit Regression

 Consider the widely used probit regression model

 Yi= sgn(&), 0;|( e,X)~N{XiO,\),  (4.1)

 where Yt is the observed binary (±1) outcome, the sign of the latent score 0/, X, is
 a 1 x p vector of covariates, and 9 is a p x 1 vector of regression coefficients. Write

 Y = (Fi,..., Y„)T, 0 = (0i,..., 0n)T, and XT = (Xj,..., Xj). For Bayesian inference,
 a standard noninformative prior is p(0) oc 1. The model formulation (4.1) leads to

 where 6 = (XTX)~l XT(p, and TN(/z, cr2, K,) denotes a N(ji, a2) distribution truncated

 to the interval (0, oo) if Yt = 1 and to (—oo, 0) if Y, = -1. Although in this example it

 is more appropriate to express the latent variable 0 as Yaug instead of Fm!S, because Y is

 determined by 0, we retain the YmiS notation for simplicity.

 The standard DA algorithm (Albert and Chib 1993), which treats 0 as Ymis, iteratively

 draws 0|0 according to (4.2) and <9|0 according to (4.3). Though convenient, this algorithm

 is sometimes very slow. To apply ASIS, we first note that 0 is already an SA for 6 in (4.1).

 To find a corresponding AA, we simply set r/,• = 0,- — Xjd and treat r] = (r)\,, rjn)J

 0,-|(0, r)~TN(X/0,1, Yt),

 d\(<l>,Y)~N(6,(XTXr1),

 (4.2)

 (4.3)
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 as Ymis, using our generic notation. Our model then becomes

 F, = sgn(?7,- + XiO), r)i\6 ~ N(0,1).  (4.4)

 We can then follow the ASIS recipe defined in Section 2.2.

 This simple construction is only slightly compromised by the fact that drawing from

 p(0\r], Y), albeit a uniform distribution on the convex set {6: Yi = sgn(/?, + XjO), i =

 1,..., /?}, might require some bookkeeping because of potentially complicated boundaries.

 This problem can be dealt with, perhaps with a slight loss of mixing efficiency, by imple

 menting a "nested Gibbs." That is, we draw each coordinate of 6 uniformly conditional on

 the other coordinates and subject to the boundary constraints. The resulting variation of the

 ASIS sampler then becomes:

 Step 1. Draw 0 according to (4.2).

 Step 2s- Draw 0 according to (4.3).

 Step 2a- Compute r] = <p — XQ, and draw in turn each Qj, j = 1,..., p, from a uniform

 distribution on the interval [9j: F,- = sgn(rj, + XiO), i = 1,..., n] with rj and the rest of 6
 fixed.

 To see its effectiveness, we compare it with the optimal marginal augmentation algo

 rithm of van Dyk and Meng (2001), or equivalently the PX-DA algorithm of Liu and Wu

 (1999) (PX stands for "Parameter Expanded"; see Liu, Rubin, and Wu 1998). This algo
 rithm introduces a working parameter a:

 The key is that the working parameter is only identifiable from the augmented-data model;

 the observed-data model p(Y\9) remains the same. One then assigns a working prior on

 a and alternatingly draws (9, a)\(w, F) and (w, a)\(6, F). This is in theory equivalent to

 drawing 0\(w, F) and u>\(6, F) alternatingly, with a integrated out.

 The choice of the working prior clearly will affect the rate of convergence, and indeed

 it can even affect the validity of the resulting algorithm when improper working priors are

 involved (see Meng and van Dyk 1999). Liu and Wu (1999) showed that the optimal choice

 is the improper prior p(a) oc a_), optimal in the sense of achieving the fastest geometric

 rate among a class (which includes the standard DA) as defined by Liu and Wu (1999).

 Each iteration of this optimal algorithm consists of the following three steps:

 1. Draw <p according to (4.2).

 2. Draw a ~ y^RSS/x^, where RSS = ~ Xi@)2 and 0 = (A-TX)_1XT(/).

 3. Draw 9 according to N(0/ot, (XTX)-1).

 Van Dyk and Meng (2001) provided a real-data example showing considerable improve

 ment of this optimal algorithm over the algorithm of Albert and Chib (1993). The dataset

 considered by van Dyk and Meng (2001) (their table 1) concerns two clinical measure

 ments (i.e., covariates) that are used to predict the occurrence of latent membranous lupus

 nephritis. We extend this comparison by including the interwoven sampler described ear

 lier. Figures 8 and 9 display the trajectories and autocorrelations of the draws of 0\, 62,

 Yi - sgn(wi), Wi\(9, X) ~ N(Xi9a, a2).  (4.5)
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 Figure 8. Comparing standard Gibbs with the optimal PX-DA and the interwoven sampler for the lupus nephritis
 data: trajectories of the draws.

 and 6*3 for standard Gibbs, the optimal PX-DA, and the ASIS sampler to fit (4.1) with both

 covariates, that is, p = 3. Each algorithm is run for 11,000 iterations and the autocorrela

 tions are calculated from the last 10,000 iterations.
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 Figure 9. Comparing standard Gibbs with the optimal PX-DA and the interwoven sampler for the lupus nephritis
 data: autocorrelations of the draws. The online version of this figure is in color.
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 Both optimal PX-DA and ASIS offer considerable improvement over the standard Gibbs

 for all three parameters. While the optimal PX-DA performs slightly better in terms of the

 autocorrelation, the ASIS sampler is also doing very well. In terms of the CPU time, the

 ASIS sampler, as we implemented it, is about 40% more costly than the optimal PX-DA,

 though each is within a total of 0.8 seconds for all 11,000 iterations, and hence the differ

 ence in CPU time is not a practical concern. The major cost of ASIS appears to be our brute

 force way of determining the boundary of the convex set in Step 2a, a problem to which

 others may have more efficient solutions. However, even without such efficient implemen

 tations, in terms of improving standard Gibbs, ASIS is very competitive. The significance

 of this competitiveness lies in that ASIS boosts MCMC efficiency without going beyond

 interweaving two readily available SA and AA algorithms—the ASIS algorithm does not

 require any steps that are not required by the original SA or AA algorithm, other than the

 (often trivial) transformations between Ymis and YmjS, as in all our applications.

 4.2 Application: Normal Regression With Interval Censoring

 Consider the following regression model:

 Yi\(P,<T2)~N(XiP,<T2), Yie(Yl,Y[), i = \,...,n, (4.6)

 where the intervals (Yj, Yf), i — 1,... ,n, are observed data, F,-'s are the latent response,
 X = is the n x p matrix of explanatory variables, and {/?, a2} are the
 parameters. This model was used by Hamada and Wu (1995) to analyze an experiment
 of improving the lifetime of fluorescent lights (Liu and Sun 2000; Liu 2003); data can be

 found in table 1 of the article by Liu (2003).

 Following Liu (2003), let Yj = log(u, ) — 3, where u, is the lifetime (in days) of unit i,

 for i = 1,..., n. The prior on {/?, a2} is specified by p(cr2) = Invx2(vo, vosq), that is,

 a scaled inverse x2 with the density proportional to (ct~2)v°/2+1 exp[—voso/(2cr2)], and by

 p(/3|er2) = 7V(0, o21 p j%{)). The hyperparameters are i'o = 1, so = 0-01, and To = 0.0001,
 as in the work of Liu (2003).

 We emphasize that for (4.6) to make scientific sense, we have assumed that the interval

 censoring mechanism is ignorable (Rubin 1976). This point is also important for properly

 defining what is missing. Here interval censoring occurs because inspection of the working

 status of a light can only be done at a finite number of times, say 7} = {7/,i,..., Tj mj}.

 The ignorability assumption requires that the selection mechanism for 7} does not depend

 on any knowledge of the unobserved lifetime itself, conditional on the covariate X. In

 the actual experiment, the inspection was every other day over 20 days, and hence the

 ignorability assumption is reasonable.

 Under such an assumption, the correct likelihood can be specified by conditioning on the

 value of T,, and the observed data are given by the binary vector W, = {Wi,i,..., },

 where Wjj = I j = , mi. Clearly, W, can be summarized by

 Yl = max{7}j : Wjj = 1} and Y[ = min{7;j : Wjj = 0}, (4.7)
 j j
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 with no loss of information. In this sense we can treat Y1 and Y' as the observed data. We

 can then formulate a DA scheme by treating Y = (Fi,..., Yn)J as the missing data, be

 cause p(Yl, Yr, Y\T, X, P, a) is a well-defined DA model. Under this model, the standard

 DA algorithm consists of the following two steps (Liu 2003):

 Standard Gibbs Sampler:

 Step 1. Draw Y\(Y0bs, fi, a) where Y0i,s denotes all observed data, including (YYf)

 and X. This conditional distribution is a product of n independent truncated normal distri

 butions, each Y, having a mean parameter Xi/3, a variance a2, and truncation bounds Yj

 and Yf.

 Step 2s■ Draw (Ji, a)\Y, which amounts to a Bayesian linear regression of Y on X.

 Although both steps are in closed form, the standard sampler is extremely slow for

 the dataset considered by Hamada and Wu (1995); see the left column of Figure 10,

 which displays the trajectories of the draws of {/?i, /?2, /?3} for standard Gibbs. The right

 column displays corresponding plots from the interwoven algorithm described below.

 The autocorrelation plots (not shown to save space) confirm that the new sampler pro

 duces essentially uncorrected draws. The interwoven sampler costs about 10% more

 time per iteration, which is well compensated for by the dramatically improved mixing

 rate. Liu (2003) proposed a covariance adjustment step and reported similar improve

 ments in his figure 1. Indeed, because both Liu's algorithm and our algorithm improve

 [3\: standard Gibbs

 iteration/10

 fo: standard Gibbs

 iteration/10

 /%: standard Gibbs

 iteration/10

 Pi: interwoven sampler

 200 400 600 800

 iteration/10

 fa: interwoven sampler

 200 400 600 800

 iteration/10

 fa: interwoven sampler
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 Figure 10. Comparing standard Gibbs with the interwoven sampler for the fluorescent light lifetime data: tra
 jectories of the draws.
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 556  Y. Yu AND X.-L. MENG

 the standard Gibbs sampler so much, visually we are not able to tell which one improves
 more.

 The construction of an ASIS sampler for this problem is a great illustration of its flex

 ibility and power. First, the constructions of both SA and AA are straightforward, as in

 many other problems. Similarly to the probit regression example, the missing data Y for

 the standard DA are naturally an SA for (P, a) (hence the subscript for Step 2s). By stan

 dardizing it in the usual way,

 Y< - XiP . ,
 r)i = , i — \,...,n,

 we can re-express (4.6) as

 Yl - X f) y — Y /r
 rn~N(0,1), f?,' 6 I — —A -), i = \,...,n, (4.8)

 a

 and hence ?? = (??i,..., r/n)T is an AA for (ft, a) because rj is free of (p, a) marginally.

 Note here the truncation on f?,- is not a part of its marginal distribution, but rather it defines

 the relationship between Y0bs and r] given the model parameter (P, cr).

 Once the AA is in place, the GIS of Section 2.3 would call for a Step 2\, which samples

 {/3, cr} given r\ (and Y0bs), in addition to Steps 1 and 2$. Analogous to Step 25, we may

 consider drawing a given rj and then drawing p> given a and rj. Unfortunately, because

 of the restrictions on r/ as in (4.8), the density of the conditional distribution of a given

 r) is complicated, involving intractable multiple integrals. In contrast, the two conditionals

 p(P\a, rj) and p(a\P, rj) are easier to handle, since the former is a multivariate truncated

 normal (i — 1,..., n):

 P(P\V, Yobs, or) ocexp
 ro£T/S

 2 cr2

 and the latter is a truncated scaled-inverse-x:

 J, XipeiYl-am^ -am),  (4.9)

 p(o\ri, Yobs, P) oc a v° p 'expj
 voso + ro^T^

 2cr2

 am € (Yj -Xip,Y[ -XiP).
 (4.10)

 The availability of these full conditionals leads to a number of choices, including (I) we

 could implement a nested Gibbs sampler within the planned Step 2,4 by iterating between

 (4.9) and (4.10) until convergence, or more practically, for a fixed but large number of

 iterations (e.g., 100); (II) we could just iterate between (4.9) and (4.10) once; (III) we do not

 even need to use both (4.9) and (4.10); we can just use one of them, say (4.9); (IV) because

 sampling from multivariate truncated normal distributions is already a nontrivial problem,

 we draw each coordinate of p in turn in a Gibbs sampling fashion, as we did for 9 in
 Section 4.1.

 Interweaving (I) with the standard Gibbs sampler amounts to implementing GIS almost

 exactly. But this can be costly, and hence it defeats the purpose of boosting computational

 efficiency. As discussed in Section 2.6, however, it is not necessary that we carry out the

 full interweaving strategy in order to have substantial improvement. Interweaving any one
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 of (II)—(IV) with the standard Gibbs may still produce substantial gains, and indeed may

 be better than performing the full version (I) if it is too costly to implement (see below).

 We emphasize that the decision of not carrying out full interweaving is largely governed

 by computational cost. For example, option (IV) could be very ineffective, if the mass of the

 truncated normal for ft is highly concentrated in a lower-dimensional subset of R/;. In such

 a case, a rotation ft — Zft, where Z is a judiciously chosen invertible matrix, may alleviate

 the problem. That is, it would be better to alternate between the components of ft, and then

 transform back to ft = Z~lft in the end. Liu and Rubin (1996) advocated a Markov-normal

 analysis, based on a preliminary run, to identify slowly converging components of ft. This

 may help in choosing Z.

 Intriguingly, for our real data, an inspection of the covariance matrix of the draws

 of ft reveals that fti, fti, fti, and ft% have pairwise correlation coefficients nearly 1, and

 yet they are heavily negatively correlated (with correlation coefficients nearly —1) with

 fti, fti, $4, ft(,. This suggests a modification to (IV), that is, we do not even need to draw

 all components of ft because ft effectively lives in a one-dimensional space. We there

 fore reduce the full Step 2 a to a very simple one: propose a conditional move of ft\ given

 (ft\ +ft2, ft\ -fti, ftl - ft4, fti +ft5,ft\ ~ft6, fti +fti, ftl + ft&) and Yobs, a. Equivalently,

 letting V — (1, — 1,1,1, —1,1, — 1, — 1)T, we draw 8 from

 v . j ro (ft + V8)T(ft + V8) p(8\ft, r], Yobs, a) oc exp{  2a2

 Xi(ft + V8) e {Yl —or)i, Y[ -am),

 and then set ft <— ft + VS.

 Although this clearly is not identical to the draw called for by the original AA (e.g., we

 have ignored (4.10)), it is an extremely effective strategy for this dataset, as seen in the

 right column of Figure 10. It also greatly simplifies the algorithm because drawing 8 only

 involves a one-dimensional truncated normal. This is also an example of partial GIS/CIS

 because if we use it in place of the original Step 2s, the resulting algorithm will not be

 space filling. However, when it is used as an added step to the original Step 25, the whole

 algorithm remains valid.

 To examine the difference between using the full and the partial Step 2 a, we also

 can y out a small simulation study comparing standard Gibbs with two interweaving strate

 gies, ASIS 1 and ASIS 2. For ASIS 1, in addition to Steps 1 and 2s, each iteration uses

 a Step 2a that (i) draws each coordinate of ft in turn given (j], Y0bs, cr) according to (4.9),

 and (ii) draws a given (rj, Y0bs, ft) according to (4.10). In contrast, each iteration of ASIS 2

 performs 100 nested iterations of the substeps (i) and (ii). A major goal is to evaluate the

 trade-off between a nearly exact but expensive Step 2a (Scheme ASIS 2) and a cheap sur

 rogate of it (Scheme ASIS 1). We emphasize that both ASIS 1 and ASIS 2 are legitimate

 samplers, but ASIS 2 is closer to the original global ASIS, and would be exactly the global

 ASIS sampler if we run the nested iteration until convergence; this is analogous to the

 ECM algorithm (Meng and Rubin 1993), which will approach the original EM algorithm

 if we perform a sufficient number of nested CM-steps.
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 Figure 11. Comparing standard Gibbs with two versions of interweaving for simulated data: trajectories of the
 draws.

 A dataset is generated with n = 16 observations and p = 8 covariates. The true param

 eters are ft = 2, i = 1,..., p, and a = 0.1. All entries of the design matrix X except for

 those in the first column, which are all ones, are simulated as i.i.d. N(0, 1) variables. For

 the censoring mechanism we set Yj — [7,] and Y[ = Y- +1, where |*J denotes the integer
 part of x. The same prior on {/i, a] as for the real data is assumed.

 The trajectories of the draws of fii, are displayed as Figure 11. (Repeated ex
 periments show similar patterns.) It is clear that both versions of the interwoven sampler

 have considerably better autocorrelations than standard Gibbs. Autocorrelation plots (not

 shown) indicate that ASIS 2 achieves near zero autocorrelation at lag 1, while ASIS 1 does

 so at about lag 10. After taking into account the computing time per iteration, however,

 ASIS 2 is not nearly as impressive as ASIS 1. Table 3 displays the total CPU time for com

 pleting all 11,000 iterations for the three algorithms. While ASIS 1 costs about 60% more

 time per iteration than standard Gibbs, ASIS 2 costs 38 times more time than ASIS 1. This

 indicates that ASIS 1 is a good trade-off for this example.

 Table 3. Comparing total CPU time using the simulated data.

 Standard Gibbs ASIS 1  ASIS 2

 CPU time (sees)  0.62  1.00  38.55
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 5. ROBUSTNESS AND OPTIMALITY OF

 INTERWEAVING STRATEGY

 5.1 Rate of Convergence and Speed of Convergence

 For theoretical investigations, we first focus on robustness properties of GIS and CIS.

 These results (Theorems 1-3) are established under the most general setting, that is, they

 are not restricted to ASIS nor do they require the mapping between the DAs being interwo

 ven be one-to-one. We then prove an optimality result for global ASIS in a more restrictive

 setting (Theorem 4). We emphasize that these results, given their general nature, are more

 useful for gaining qualitative theoretical insights than for quantifying actual gains in mix

 ing rates in particular applications. The latter assessments, as with the vast majority of

 studies in MCMC literature, are done via empirical investigations, as presented in Sections
 3 and 4.

 Before we present our main findings, however, it is important to realize that combining

 different transition rules for Markov chain samplers does not always improve the conver

 gence rate, and in fact, even the irreducibility requirement, which is necessary for con

 vergence, is not automatically preserved. See Appendix B.l for a simple example where

 alternating two irreducible chains with the same stationary distribution actually results in

 a reducible chain. Fortunately, for the interweaving strategy, it is typically as easy to check

 its irreducibility as directly checking that of either of the original two schemes. In the

 following discussion we will therefore assume irreducibility, just as with most theoretical
 results on MCMC.

 For a Markov chain {U^'\ t = 1,2,...} with invariant distribution n, recall that the L2

 geometric rate of convergence is the spectral radius of the forward conditional expectation

 operator F in Lq(ji) = {h(u) :Ew[/i(C/)] = 0; V^[/i(i/)] < oo}, where and VjT denote
 expectation and variance with respect to it, and Fh(U(,>) = E\h(U<2))\U{[ ] ], with its L2
 norm defined as

 where equality holds when F is self-adjoint, that is, when cov(Fh(U), g(U)) = cow(h(U),

 Fg(U)) for ~ jr and all h, g e L^(jt). It follows that, if the Markov chain is time re
 versible, then its geometric rate is exactly ||F|| (see Amit 1991; Liu, Wong, and Kong

 1994,1995).

 For nonreversible MCMC, the norm ||F|| is typically easier to handle than the spectral

 radius. Note that the right side of (5.1) is an equivalent expression of the maximal correla

 tion coefficient (MCC) between and U(2) under stationarity, that is,

 (5.1)

 The spectral radius of F is governed by its norm because

 spec(F) = lim ||Fr||1/r < ||F||,
 t—>OQ

 (5.2)

 R(Um, U{2)) = sup corr{g([/(1)),/?(t/(2))}.  (5.3)
 g,heLl(n)
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 It turns out that we need a more general notion of the maximal partial correlation

 (MPC). Given three sub-cr-algebras A], A2, and M on the same probability space, the

 MPC between and A 2 given M is defined as

 m cov{X-E[X\M],Z-E[Z\M])
 <A>2) = sup , (5.4)

 a(x)cAlMz)cA2 vv(x - wmwiz - mm
 where the supremum is taken over all random variables X and Z such that X is A\
 measurable, Z is A2-measurable, 0 < V(X — E[X\M]) < 00, and 0 < V(Z — ~E[Z\M\) <

 00. It is convenient to define R.m. (A], A2) = 0 if ,Ai C M or A2 C M. A special case
 involving random variables (X, K, Z) (having a well-defined joint distribution) is

 JlY(X, Z) = Jta(Y)(cr(X), o{Z)).

 If (X, Y, Z) is a trivariate normal, then Jiy{X, Z) reduces to the usual partial correlation,

 that is, the correlation between the residuals of the regressions of X on Y and Z on Y.

 The following inequality on MPC is instrumental to our general bounds on ||F||.

 Lemma 1. Let -A>i, A2, M, and M be sub-cx -algebras on the same probability space.
 Assume M C «V. Then

 4ii ^2) < A2) + [1 - A2)]!Rm(^\, N). (5.5)

 A special case for random variables X, Y, Z is

 !R{X, Z) < ftY(X, Z\+ (1 - fty(X, Z))R(X, Y)ft(Z, Y).

 The inequality is sharp; for example, equality holds when (X, Y, Z) follows a trivariate

 normal with a common correlation. This generalizes lemma 1 of the article by Yu (2008),
 which states that

 Jt(X, Z) < 31{X, Y)!R(Y, Z) (5.6)

 if X and Z are conditionally independent given Y. Since we are unable to locate a proof in

 the literature for Lemma 1 (nor the notion of MPC), we provide one in Appendix B.

 Because it is easier to work with the MCC (and more generally MPC), and because the

 MCC provides a conservative measure of convergence (i.e., for the MCC to be smaller than

 a certain threshold, the worst autocorrelation has to be below that threshold), we define the

 minimal speed (minS) of an MCMC sequence (more precisely, any Markov chain with
 stationary transition probabilities) U = {U^'\t = 1,2,...} as

 minSu = S(Um, U{2)) = 1 - #(i/(I), t/(2)). (5.7)
 Because of (5.2), minS is a lower bound of the actual speed, which may be defined as % =

 1 — spec(F); the bound is attained for a time-reversible chain. This definition of speed can

 be appreciated through the so-called mixing time, defined as t = —[log y ]"1 (1 — y)_1,

 where the approximation holds when y = spec(F) is close to 1, which is the case where

 most efforts are needed, as emphasized by Papaspiliopoulos, Roberts, and Skold (2007). It

 is then natural to view — 3/ = as a measure of speed, because it is inversely
 proportional to time. A deeper reason for us to use this notion is that component-wise
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 interweaving exerts its impact in a multiplicative fashion on the (minimal) speed scale, not

 on the y or !R scale, as we shall show in the next section. This resembles results on the

 speed of EM and ECM algorithms; see the work of Meng (1994) and Meng and Rubin

 (1993). This "multiplicative effect" is already hinted by the minS version of (5.5):

 #m(<>4>i» =4>2) > <A2)[4^(«Ai, «V) + «V)

 (5.8)

 where all S quantities are one minus their St counterparts.

 5.2 General Results on the Robustness of the Interweaving Strat

 egy

 Theorem 1 (Section 2) establishes a robustness property of GIS, and provides the key

 insight about how it boosts MCMC efficiency, as detailed in Section 2.3. Whereas Theo

 rem 1 is simple, it is less useful when Si(YmiS\, YmiSt2) = 1. This becomes a concern when

 the dimension of the missing data is higher than that of the parameter, which is typical

 in practice. Then there may exist a function of that coincides with another func

 tion of YmiSt2, which implies ■'R(Ymix,\. Ymis^) = 1. Hence we study the MPC of Fmis,i and

 Ymis,2> after regressing out their common component. Theorem 2, proved in Appendix B,
 formalizes this idea.

 Theorem 2. Given a posterior distribution p {0 \ Y0bs) of interest, suppose we have two

 augmentation schemes Ymls \ and Ynus2 such that their joint distribution is well defined

 conditional on 6 and Yabs. Let .N = a(Km;s 1) fl a(Ymls2), that is, the intersection of the

 a-algebras generated by Yrnjs j and Fm(S,2 in the joint posterior of (9, Ynu^ 1, YmlSt 2) • Then

 rl&2, the geometric rate of convergence of GIS, satisfies

 n&2 < n2(.o, <M)

 1 Ymis, {Ymis, 1 5 Ymis, 2Ymis,2)- (5-9)

 Theorem 2, though more difficult to digest than Theorem 1, is nevertheless interpretable.

 When «V is trivial, that is, when Fm(S> 1 and YmlS2 have no common component, Theo

 rem 2 reduces to Theorem 1. (In general it is unclear how the bounds given by Theorems 1

 and 2 compare.) Intuitively, (5.9) says that the interweaving strategy is particularly effec

 tive when (i) -71(6, ,N) is small, that is, the common component between KmiiV, 1 and YmiSi2

 untouched by GIS does not depend heavily on 6, and (ii) either ■R.k (Ymis, 1, 2) is small,

 that is, the two DAs Ymls 1 and Ym,s2 are not heavily dependent after taking out their com

 mon component, or one of YmiSj), / = 1,2, is small, that is, one of the original DA
 schemes converges fast (after taking out the common component).

 It is worth emphasizing that the bound in (5.9) never exceeds 1 and can reach 1 if and

 only if at least one of the following holds:

 Rl. 3t(9, «AQ = 1;

 R2. Ymis \) = !RM{Ymis 1. Ymjs 2) = -'^.v(0■ YmjSi 2) — 1.
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 Because R1 and R2 are very strong conditions, especially when KmlJ i and Ytnjs2 form

 a "beauty-and-beast" pair, we conjecture that under mild conditions GIS or at least ASIS

 will be geometrically ergodic, regardless of the individual convergence behavior of the two

 chains being interwoven.

 For CIS, we can apply Lemma 1 to each of the components conditional on the rest.

 To make this statement precise, we need the notion of minimum partial speed. Following

 the notation in Section 2.5, let cry, j = 0J, denote the sub-<r-algebra generated by
 Q(t+j/J) jn the j0int space of \0^\ 0it+]}\, where 0(t+^J\ defined in (2.27), is the output

 of the chain right after its yth component is updated from 6^" to 9jt+l). The iteration index
 t is immaterial because our calculations below assume the chain has reached stationarity.

 The minimum partial speed for the yth component is defined as

 Sj = 1 — (Pj —1> &j)- (5.10)

 The difference between Oj-\ and ay is only in the yth component. In this sense, Sj
 measures the minimum speed for the yth component because it takes out the impact of

 Oj-1 Offy.

 Given a Gibbs sampler involving Fmis and multiple components of 9, we can, at
 least in theory, integrate out all the missing data YmjS (be they a single set or multi

 ple sets introduced by interweaving), resulting in a Gibbs sampler alternating between

 p(9j\9^j-, Y0bs), y = 1,In the terminology of Liu, Wong, and Kong (1994, 1995),
 this is a collapsed algorithm. Let Sg be the minimum speed of this algorithm; if there is

 only one component, then Sg = 1, since the collapsed version then produces i.i.d. draws

 from the target p(0\Yobs). In a sense, the CIS aims to make its minimal speed as close to

 $G as possible, just as the GIS strives to reach Sg = 1, that is, to produce i.i.d. draws. The

 following theorem is our best result to support this intuition. Its proof, which uses (5.8)

 repeatedly, is given in Appendix B.

 Theorem 3. Suppose the target density is ir = p(0\,... ,9j\Y0bs). Let Scis be the

 minimal speed of CIS as defined in Section 2.5, let Sj be the minimal partial speed for the

 jth component as defined in (5.10), and let So be the minimal speed of the Gibbs sampler

 that samples from the J full conditionals p(6j\0^j \ Y0bs), j — 1, •.., J, in the same order
 as in CIS. Then

 <*c/s> (5.11)

 where

 y-i

 &G — J"! £<jj-Xnoj(,°j-1 Haj, (Jj C\oj) (5.12)
 7 = 1

 is a lower bound on So and is completely determined by jt, and it equals So when J = 2.

 The right side of (5.11) is in an appealing product form. The term I~Iy=i may be
 viewed as the "within-component minimal speed," a measure of the effectiveness of inter

 weaving. In particular, if all Sj = 1, then at iteration t, the yth interweaving substep is such
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 that and 0j'+l ) are conditionally independent given other components of 0 (and Y0t,s).
 In other words, CIS reduces to collapsed Gibbs, with the missing data integrated out. The

 term $c is a natural lower bound for the minimal speed of this collapsed Gibbs sampler,

 and, in the case of two components, the bound is attained. Hence So can be viewed as

 (a lower bound of) a measure of the "between-component minimal speed."

 We remark that the bound in (5.11) is sharp in the sense that it is achievable in certain

 nontrivial cases, for example, when J = 2 and {Ymis, $i, #2} is a trivariate normal with
 a common correlation. We, however, have no theoretical result to rule out Scis > $G

 That is, we do not preclude the possibility that CIS can actually outperform the collapsed

 sampler; this is analogous to the phenomenon that ECM can outperform EM (Meng 1994).

 The multiplicative form of n7=i ■Sj suggests that we should make Sj as close to 1 as

 possible, separately for each j. That is, when updating 6^ to it is desirable to
 make Ymisj and Ymisj as independent as possible (conditioning on O^j). But this is the
 same strategy as global interweaving, except that it is applied to each component in turn,

 lending us greater flexibility.

 Theorem 3 is also intimately connected with the following bound on Sq, which comes

 from the theory of alternating projections (see Deutsh 2001 or Diaconis, Khare, and Saloff

 Coste 2007) but is rephrased in our terms:

 / 7-1 \'/2
 4G>1-^1 —]~[[1 -^._in(TJ(crj-inaj,ajnaj)]J . (5.13)

 Although the right side of (5.13) coincides with So for J = 2, it is sharper for J >3
 because of the inequality

 T "11/2
 1- i-no-# >ri(i v°j e [o-1 ]■ (5-i4>
 j j

 However, we are unable to prove a version of (5.11) with the lower bound in (5.13) in

 place of Jr;; perhaps this is the price for the product form in (5.11). Since CIS is in the

 form of alternating projections, we can also apply the generic projection inequality under

 lying (5.13). The end result, however, turns out to be rather messy and does not allow us

 to separate the "within-component speed," as represented by nj=i 4/> an<^ the "between
 component speed," as represented by Sq or more ideally by So- We therefore settle for

 (5.11), given the clearer theoretical insight it provides. There may well be room for im

 provement for (5.11), and we look forward to such results from domain experts. Here we

 simply point out that Theorem 3 actually is not restricted to CIS, but is applicable to any

 MCMC for updating 6<J) to 6<l+l) such that 0(^J1' is independent of when conditional
 on flC+O'-1)/-'), for all j (see Appendix B).

 5.3 An Optimality Result for the Global ASIS

 The next result says that not only is ASIS robust, under certain conditions, it also pro

 duces the optimal algorithm among a broad class of DA schemes. Specifically, in Theo

 rem 4, we establish this optimality result by drawing a correspondence between (global)
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 ASIS and the optimal DA algorithm obtained under the working/expanded parameter ap

 proach (Liu and Wu 1999; Meng and van Dyk 1999; van Dyk and Meng 2001; Hobert and

 Marchev 2008), even though the interweaving strategy does not involve any working or
 expanded parameter.

 To establish this correspondence, let us first review the working or expanded pa
 rameter approach already mentioned in Section 4.1. Suppose the original DA model is

 p(Ymis, Y0bs\Q), and we introduce a working parameter a so that the augmented model is

 p(Y^is, Yobs\0,a)p{a), where p(a) is our working prior. (The notation for the missing

 data is switched from Ymls to Y"us to highlight the dependence on a.) Any choices of Y"is
 and p(a) are legitimate as long as the marginal model p(Yobs\0) is preserved. Then we

 can implement the standard Gibbs sampler on the expanded space, yielding the so-called
 PX-DA algorithm:

 An intriguing result is that the optimal choice of p(a) typically is an improper prior, in

 which case the PX-DA chain itself is not positive recurrent, but the sub-chain on 9 is pos

 itive recurrent, with the fastest convergence rate among a broad class of DA chains. (See

 Meyn and Tweedie (1993) for a definition of positive recurrence.) Such results have gener

 ated some general interests (e.g., Hobert 2001a, 2001b; Lavine 2003; Marchev and Hobert

 2004; Hobert and Marchev 2008). In particular, using group-theoretic arguments, Liu and

 Wu (1999) showed that under mild conditions the Haar measure (typically improper) is the

 prior that results in the fastest convergence. This is the result which our Theorem 4 will link

 to. We emphasize that the link is established when the working parameter used in PX-DA

 corresponds to the map between SA and AA in the way as defined below. This is the reason
 that the PX-DA and ASIS in Section 4.1 do not coincide with each other because there the

 working parameter is introduced in (4.5) as a scale parameter, whereas the map from SA

 to AA is formed by subtracting a location parameter, as in (4.8).

 Let us assume that the parameter space 0 is a locally compact Euclidean space. More

 over, suppose Gq = (Mfj, 0 £ 0} is a collection of one-to-one mappings that forms
 a group (the group operator being the composition of mappings). Let © be endowed
 with the same group structure as G@, that is, its operator and inverse are speci
 fied by Mq.qi = Mg(Mg') and Me-1 = , respectively. Assume that both the operator
 (i9,9') -+ 9 ■ 9' and the inverse 9 —> 9~l are continuous functions, that is, © is a topolog

 ical group. A right Haar measure H(d6) on 0 is a measure that is invariant under group
 acting on the right, that is, for any 9q e © and any measurable set B c 0,

 where B9o = {6 ■ 9q:9 e B], that is, the set obtained by "multiplying" Oq from the right

 to every element in B. A left Haar measure is defined similarly. If the right Haar measure

 H(dO) is also the left Haar measure, then we say G© is unimodular. For example, in the

 toy model in Section 2, we have M(Ymis\ 9) = Ymls-6, and hence Gq is the additive group

 on the real line, with Lebesgue measure being its unimodular Haar measure.

 1. Draw (a, Y«is)\(9, Yohs).

 2. Draw (a,9)\(Y"i , Yobs).
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 Theorem 4. For a given posterior distribution ofinterest, p(9\Y0bs) oc p(Y0bs\9)po(9),

 suppose we have an SA Yms and an AA Ymis linked by a one-to-one and continuously differ

 entiable transformation Y,„iS = M(Ymls\ 9) = Me(Ymis) (for fixed 9). In addition, assume
 that

 CI. & forms a group (as induced by the mappings Mq) with a unimodular Haar mea
 sure;

 C2. the model prior density po(9) with respect to the Haar measure satisfies the con

 dition po(9 ■ 9') oc po(9)po(9'), where is the group operator.

 Then the ASIS algorithm is identical to the optimal PX-DA algorithm, that is, PX-DA with

 the Haar measure prior, for the expanded model (0, a, F™is, Y0bs), where a is the working

 parameter and Y"ms = Ma(Ymis), that is, M(Ymis\ 9) with 9 replaced by a.

 The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix B. The only truly restrictive condition in

 Theorem 4 is Condition C2, because it concerns the model prior. Currently we can neither

 explain intuitively why this condition is needed nor know whether it can be relaxed. The

 former is not completely unexpected, since in Section 2.4 we have shown that whether we

 can minimize -ft [,2 depends on the form of the prior. It is also not as restrictive as one might

 first believe, especially for Bayesian inference under noninformative priors. For example,

 it is always satisfied by the constant prior po(9) oc 1, or equivalently the Haar measure

 itself (assuming the propriety of the resulting posterior, of course). This applies to, for

 example, all likelihood computation via DA. But the Haar measure is not the only measure

 that satisfies Condition C2. If Me is a scale group M(YmjS; 9) = Ymis/9 (the operator of the

 group is the usual multiplication), then priors such as po(9) oc 9s for any constant <5 also

 satisfy Condition C2. This is indeed the class of "locally invariant scale priors" suggested

 by Berger (1985) as desirable noninformative priors (see also Meng and Zaslavsky 2002).

 These connections cry out for a"missing link": why are invariant priors that are good for

 "objective" Bayesian inference also good for fast MCMC? We do not believe this is a co
 incidence, but rather a reflection of a deep connection between the inference model and the

 computational model, perhaps along the lines of fiducial inference or structural inference

 (see Liu and Wu 1999; Hannig, Iyer, and Patterson 2006; Hannig 2009). Additional open

 problems are discussed below.

 6. LIMITATIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS

 Whenever one is already able to implement AA and SA, there is little reason not to

 try ASIS, global or component-wise. That one of AA and SA is particularly slow is not

 a reason for not using it; on the contrary, it is this very beauty-and-beast discordance that

 renders much of the power of ASIS. However, if such a discordance is still not enough to

 overcome the "stickiness" of the chain, then we may need more advanced interweaving

 strategies.

 A possibility is the following "nested ASIS." Consider a model with parameter 9, two

 layers of latent variables X and Y, and observed data Z such that 9 X Y Z are
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 Markov dependent. If we treat (6, X) as parameters, then Y is an SA for (9, X)\ we may

 construct an AA, Y for (9, X), and implement an interweaving strategy. Part of this strategy

 will involve drawing (9, X) given Y and drawing (9, X) given (Y, Z). If drawing (6, X)

 jointly given Y is infeasible, then, as an alternative to CIS described earlier, we may con

 sider a nested interweaving strategy for 9, with Y now playing the role of observed data.

 Noting that X is an SA for 9 for this subproblem, we just need to construct an AA, X

 for 9, and use one iteration of interweaving for this subproblem. Similarly, nested inter

 weaving may be implemented for drawing (9, X) given (Y, Z). It can be shown that, for

 the multilayer extension of the toy model, that is,

 p{9) oc 1,

 X\e~N(9,af), F|(#, X) ~ N(X, ct|), Z\(0,X, Y)~N(Y,a%),

 a well-constructed nested interweaving strategy also leads to convergence in one step, that

 is, i.i.d. draws. The usefulness of nested ASIS for realistic models seems worth investigat

 ing.

 On the theoretical side, an important open problem for GIS is whether an AA-SA

 pair [YmiSiA, Ymis,s} minimizes l, Ymis,2) among a suitable class of DA pairs
 {Ymis,l- Ymis,2}, where M = (y(Ymis \ ) fl All evidence we have so far, empiri
 cal and theoretical (e.g., Theorem 4), supports this, but we surmise nontrivial conditions

 are needed to make it a mathematical theorem. A more challenging problem is to extend

 such results to CIS, for which we do not even have a result that parallels Theorem 4. Fur

 thermore, for CIS, we yet need to determine if it is possible to replace the lower bound Sg

 in (5.11) by the actual Gibbs sampler speed Sg

 Another theoretical problem is to either relax Condition C2 in Theorem 4, or to identify

 two schemes to be interwoven that could lead to an optimal algorithm without Condi

 tion C2. Despite the restrictiveness of Theorem 4, it provides a great starting point for this

 exploration, which ultimately may lead to a Bayesian counterpart of Basu's theorem. As

 discussed in Section 2.4, we may need to incorporate prior information into SA and AA in

 some way, in order to decrease the impact of the "non-factoring" part of (2.22). Even when

 this is not feasible and C2 fails, the ASIS sampler can still be quite effective, or at least

 faster than both of the original algorithms, as all our current evidence suggests. Moreover,

 Theorem 4 reveals an interesting relationship between reparameterization and parameter

 expansion: the best parameter-expansion scheme sometimes corresponds to interweaving

 two special parameterizations: SA and AA. See Appendix C for an example that suggests

 possible extensions to Theorem 4.

 Whereas much remains to be done, we hope we have unearthed a general strategy for ef

 ficient MCMC, guided by the classical concepts of sufficiency and ancillarity. Our strategy

 is analogous to boosting algorithms (e.g., Schapire 1990; Fruend 1995) in that interweav

 ing a set of weaker learners/algorithms may lead to a much stronger one. We believe that

 there is a vast "efficiency via boosting" MCMC kingdom yet to be explored, and that our

 ASIS is only one of many "sesames" that can open its door.
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 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

 Appendices: The file provides three appendices cited in the main article:

 Appendix A: Auxiliary material for Section 3, which includes

 A. 1 Details of the MCMC Steps in the Poisson time series example.

 A.2 Autocorrelations plots of the Monte Carlo draws (Figures A.1-A.3).

 Appendix B: Auxiliary material for Section 5, which includes

 B.l A reducible chain as a result of combining two transition kernels (Figure B.l).

 B.2 Proof of Lemma 1.

 B.3-B.6 Proof of Theorems 1^1.

 Appendix C: Auxiliary material for Section 6, which includes an example to illustrate

 both the relevance and the limitations of Theorem 4. (interweave_appendix.pdf)
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